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The IFC & Sustainability

- Historical Arc of Sustainability within the IFC
- Performance Standards, Systematic E&S Rating, CAO/Ombudsman
- Business Sustainability Advisory Panel and Related Workstreams Highlights
- Knowledge Products and Dissemination
Sustainability in the Literature: What We Know (and Don’t Know)

- Pressing Need to (Actively) Understand and Engage the Emerging/Developing World
  - Where project growth is happening
  - For more complete and robust theory development
  - For more credible/compelling strategy and policy prescriptions
IFC-Moore School Partnership

- Field Project/Conceptual Model re: Pluralistic Performance in IFC
- Project (key model dimensions) IFC Portfolio Analysis re: E&S and Financial Performance (including materiality) (key findings)
- Next steps (deep dive into E&S&G based upon archival materials within IFC)
Ways to Collaborate with GBSN Schools

- Field work around IFC projects
- Reviews of Advisory Panel work products
- Co-development of pedagogical materials around sustainability and large projects globally
- Other Ideas?